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COMPANY PROFILE:

ThyCurb manufactures a 
complete line of top-quality 
laser cut prefabricated roof 
curbs, including a line of 
competitively priced, all 
welded construction, AZ-55 

®*GALVALUME  insulated metal 
building roof curbs. Retro-fit 

®Retro-Mate  adapters, 
equipment mounting supports, 
expansion joint systems, Vibro-

®Curb  and custom bases are 
manufactured to customer 
specifications at their four 
manufacturing plants in Illinois, 
Kentucky, Ohio, and Texas.

ThyCurb offers their customers a 
superior weld with the tightest tolerances 
available today through advanced laser 
technology. Their commitment to their 
customers is to create superior curbs with 
the most advanced production systems 
available today while keeping prices 
competitive. 

®
  The patented Vibro-Curb  rooftop curb 
  for vibration isolation applications. It 
  incorporates adjustable spring isolators 
  and a roof curb into a single unit. Vibro-
  Curbs are available in 1”, 2”, or 3” 
  deflections. 

  ThyCurb’s seismic curbs for rooftop 
  HVACs are specifically designed to 
  withstand severe wind loads or seismic 
  activity.

ThyCurb is the recognized leader in pre-fabricated curbs with an outstanding 
reputation for product quality and state-of-the-art engineering and service. 
ThyCurb is focused on providing their customers with a competitive edge through 
improved efficiencies from advanced technology. For more information call
800-666-CURB or visit our website: www.thybar.com. 

   ThyCurb is the leader in adapting new rooftop units to existing roof curbs                        
®

   with the Retro-Mate . The Retro-Mate saves costly curb reconstruction, 
   preserves roofing integrity, reduces system down-time, and takes 
   advantages of existing duct work. Multi-Zone Retro-Mates are also available.

   ThyCurb manufactures a line of competitively priced laser cut, all welded 
®

   construction, AZ-55 GALVALUME , insulated metal building roof curbs.

   ThyCurb will custom fabricate a base within 2 weeks that’s cost effective...and 
   top quality! 

ThyCurb provides state-of-the-art fabrication equipment, advanced laser 
technology, CAD drafting aids, plus very experienced professionals and a 
full line of quality roof curbs and accessories, such as:

  ThyCurb has been a manufacturer of custom sheet metal products for over 
45 years for the HVAC and sheet metal industries. Four locations (Illinois, Ohio, 
Kentucky and Texas) are fully staffed and equipped to assist in product 
selection, writing specifications, and confirming tight delivery schedules.

www.thybar.comwww.thybar.com ThyCurb

* Registered trademark of BEIC, Int’l, Inc.



Forget about removal of existing curbs when replacing rooftop units.

®ThyCurb’s Retro-Mate  is custom made to adapt your existing curb to a new 
rooftop unit. It saves time & costly roof reconstruction, preserves roofing 
integrity, reduces system downtime, and takes advantage of existing duct work. 
Our extensive library of new and old rooftop specifications lets us design a 

®matching Retro-Mate  without expensive field work. Reduced engineering and 
construction time lets you bid more competitively! 

ThyCurb...a perfect fit!

ThyCurb by the fabricating division of Thybar Corp.
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